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In general, management is the planning and coordination of all processes and their elements in enterprises in order 
to achieve the objectives with the highest efficiency. The basic management tools, especially in companies with 
complex production processes with high inertia and long production time, include balance models. The paper 
points out the methodology, principles and importance of balance models in metallurgy and describes the meth-
odology for material-energy, capacity and economic balance of this process.
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INTRODUCTION

Production processes (PP) in metallurgy are chains 
of a large number of production operations of a contin-
uous-discrete nature, characterized by high inertia 
where feed-forward control system (Figure 1) is ap-
plied, which in theory creates conditions for the “invar-
iance” of the production process - fault minimization 
and their impact on quantitative, qualitative time pa-
rameters of output products [1 - 5].
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In order to digitize and automate the management of 
metallurgical production processes (Figure 1), it is nec-
essary to create three types of models [6 - 8]:

- Model of production processes (MPP)
- Operative production planning models (MOP)
- Management models (MSR).
In order to create models of production processes it 

is necessary to create their balance models. Balance 
models are the first step for the analysis, modelling and 
management of complex production processes - logis-
tics chains, as well as production processes in metal-
lurgy.

The balance model carries out the transformation of 
the physical production process (represented by the pro-
duction operations into active elements of the produc-
tion process, such as aggregates, equipment, warehous-
es, vehicles, transport routes, etc., on the material flow 
represented by raw materials, materials, energies, prod-
ucts - passive elements of the production process) into a 
graphical model, a block diagram that depicts (in nor-
mative marks) a functional model of the production 
process.

Graphical model - block schemas of the production 
process the designer of the logistics system creates an 
abstract tool for realization of balances:

- material and energy balance, which calculates 
the need for raw materials, materials, semi-finished 
products, energy for individual production operations 
and at the same time their need from the beginning of 
the production process to the respective operation for 
the respective production plan or order filling for the 
respective planning period,

- capacity balance to calculate operational time - 
capacity requirements for individual active elements of 
the production process,

- economic balance, which calculates the costs of 
individual production, transport, storage and manage-
ment operations.

Figure 1  Principle of application of “feed forward” to control 
production processes [2].

where:
X - vector of main input quantities,
Y - vector of main output quantities,
Wz - goals of the production process, parameters of 

operational production plan,
eT - vector of deviations from the operational plan in 

planning period T,
u - management and control vector,
Y* - vector of simulated outputs,
OPV - operational production plan.
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METODOLOGY AND PRINCIPLES OF 

BALANCE MODELS DESIGN

Material energy balance (MEB)

For the implementation of the MEB, the following 
applies:

- the law of conservation of matter and energy
- the principle of continuity
- principle of balance triads
- the deductively inductive or abductively inductive 

principle.
a) Law of conservation of matter and energy

The production process (PP) is defined as a system 
of production operations (PO), which are involved in 
the processing of a product in a self-managed section 
[2, 6, 8]
 PP ≡ {PO}

The production operation can be understood as a 
relatively separate closed system, to which the law of 
conservation of matter and energy (M. V. Lomonosov 
1748, and L. Lavisier 1774) applies, “the sum of the 
material and energy inputs of the production  operation 
POi equals the sum of its outputs and energy consumed 
its implementation” (Figure 2).

If is marked:
Z - vector of secondary inputs,
Q - vector of secondary outputs,
E - vector of consumed energy.

b) The continuity principle
The principle of continuity is applied in the con-

struction of balance models in such a way that the 
outputs from POi are inputs into the following consecu-
tive operations POi + 1, POi + 2… (Figure 3).
c) Balance triads principle

The production process in metallurgy is created 
from a large number of production operations, and cre-
ates large chains and networks. We implement the bal-
ance model not at once for the entire production pro-
cess. We divide the production process into “balance 
triads” by applying the continuity principle operations 
(POi-1, POi, POi+1), (POi+1, POi+2, POi+3)... (Figure 4).
d)  Deductively inductive and abductively inductive 

balance
For the realization of the material and energy bal-

ance, a deductive inductive approach is applied (from 
the beginning of the production process to its end) from 
the first production operation to the final one. When we 
have a certain amount of raw materials, materials, en-
ergy and we want to calculate how many of final prod-
ucts we can to gain. Material and energy standards are 
used for the calculation. The balance model is created 
for the unit quantity of product (tone, piece…) for all 
manufacturing operations as material and energy stand-
ard, and can be part of the production process manage-
ment model [2]. The abductively - inductively approach 
is applied if they are known the necessary amount of 
products, eg. orders, sales plans, forecasts…, and is 
needed to calculate the necessary amount of inputs for 
each production operation. Then is proceed from the 
end of the production process, the last production oper-
ation, gradually to the first and the calculation of its in-
puts. In that case is proceed the principle of „Balancing 
triad“. The material balance is realized in annual plan-
ning, capacity planning, order acceptance, new product 
launches, or when changing material inputs for a tradi-
tional product.

Figure 4 Example of balancing triad creation

Figure 3 Principle of continuity in the creation of balance models [1, 2].

Figure 2 Balance model of the manufacturing operation [2].
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Capacity balance

Each of the active elements of the production pro-
cess has defined capacity options - KMJ (T) within a 
certain planning period “T”. KMJ (T) is the available 
time pool of element “J” for a given planning period, 
which it can devote to production, taking into account 
its downtime IJ.

 KMJ (T) = PPD (T) * SM * DS-IJ

where:
PPD (T) - number of working days in period T
SM - number of shift per day
DS - shift length / hour /
IJ - Idle time / hour /
The capacity balance is the calculation of the capac-

ity requirements KNJ (T) needed for implementation of 
the production plan on the individual active elements of 
the production in process in period T and their compari-
son with capacity options.

 KNJ (T) = MI * tI, J for J = 1, 2,… n
where:

MI - planned, ordered quantity of product I in period T
tI, J - processing time of product I on element J
n - number of active elements
Does the balance sheet model also check the rela-

tionship between KNJ(T) and KMJ(T), possibly equili-
brate them. A frequent goal of the capacity balance is to 
bring the bottleneck of the production process. The bot-
tleneck is the active element that first restricts produc-
tion by its capacity.

a) Absolutely bottleneck
UMJ = max KNJ(T) for J = 1, 2,… n
b) Relatively bottleneck
UMJ = min (KMJ (T) – KNJ (T)) / KMJ (T) for J = 1, 

2,… n
c) Comparative bottleneck
UMJ = min (KMJ (T) / KNJ (T))
for J = 1, 2,… n
The capacity balance is similar to MEB in a deduc-

tive-inductive or abductive-inductive manner. Especial-
ly for annual and capacity planning.

Economic balance

The economic balance is realised especially in the 
annual production planning, custom logistics when re-
ceiving and confirming orders.

We calculate the economic balance for individual 
production operations from the prices of inputs (raw 
materials, materials, energy, products, labour, deprecia-
tion of buildings and machinery), and finally add a 
margin covering research, development, marketing, 
management, administration and other hard to quantify 
costs and profit.

The economic balance is based on the calculation of 
costs per unit of production. Generally, costs can be 
characterized as a monetary valuation of the consump-
tion of production factors spent on achieving the re-
quired output sheets [8,9]. Cost calculation is based on 
the following formula:

direct material + direct labour + other direct costs + 
production overhead + administrative overhead + sell-
ing overhead = own cost of product + profit margin = 
selling price.

The basic inputs into the production process, which 
consists of direct material (raw materials, energy) and 
then in the operation item we included other costs, 
namely direct labour, production overhead - these are 
costs directly related to management and operation of 
the production process, depreciation of machines, pro-
duction buildings, administrative overheads related to 
corporate governance (administration, management, re-
search, development) and selling overheads related to 
packaging, distribution and marketing (advertising) 
costs. When placing a product on the market, it is neces-
sary to set a selling price, in which the profit margin is 
added to the total cost of product.

CONCLUSION

Antošová et al. [10] point out in comparison of com-
panies operating in metallurgy that in order to increase 
the efficiency of their production it is necessary to opti-
mize economic and production processes. Production 
processes in metallurgy, petro-chemistry, chemical 
companies are among the processes with high inertia, 
especially in response to management interventions. 
They therefore apply a ‘forward management system’. 
For its application (Figure 1) it is necessary to create 
production process models, planning models and man-
agement models.

The first step for creating these models is to create a 
balance model of the process that transforms the physi-
cal production process into a graphical model - a flow 
chart of the production process as the basis for realizing 
the balance. On this model the most frequent balances 
are realized - material and energy, capacity and eco-
nomic. The article describes principles, rules, relations 
for their realization. The article defines in which cases 
we apply balance models in the company. This is al-

Figure 5  Example of application of “overweight” in pig iron 
production
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ways the case in the production process - changes in 
input prices, changes in suppliers, in order confirmation 
and acceptance, and in capacity and annual planning.
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